Lectures begin at 9:30 am on Thursdays in the Diebold Center for the Performing Arts on the campus of Edinboro University. The environment is friendly and encourages dialogue rather than a lengthy talk. The program is free and open to the public.

Lectures are given by retired and active faculty in the area as well as individuals with special expertise.

Parking is available for lecture attendees in the Reeder Hall parking lot behind the Diebold Center from 8:00 am -12:30 pm. Non-campus parking may be found on surrounding streets.

SEP. 20
Robert Cogan
"Modern Monetary Theory"
A retired professor of philosophy, Professor Cogan will discuss the monetary theory of Stephanie Kelton, economics advisor to the 2016 Bernie Sanders campaign.

SEP. 27
Gerald Gendlin
"Trump, Trade and the International System"
Professor Gendlin has taught at Tufts University, College of the Holy Cross, and the Moscow State Institute of International Relations. Since coming to EU, he has taught 13 different courses, including American Foreign Policy, National Security, Politics of Russia, and American Politics.

OCT. 04
Michael Morrison
"The Economic Costs and Benefits of Tariffs."
Professor Morrison is Assistant Chair of the Department of Business and Economics at Edinboro University.

OCT. 11
Roger Solberg
"New York City’s Forgotten Borough: A Staten Island Boyhood and the Art of Memoir-Writing."
Roger Solberg essays have been published in The New York Times as well as many other publications. He is a professor in the English and Philosophy Department and Director of the Honors Program.

OCT. 18
Xin-Zhu Chen
"China’s One-Belt-One-Road Policy: Mutual Aid or Hegemony?"
Professor Chen is a frequent lecturer in China and author of scholarly articles on international trade. She is a professor in the History, Politics, Language and Cultures Department, Edinboro University.